Message from the PAAP 2010 Program Co-Chairs


PAAP 2010 aims at addressing advances in research on parallel computing, covering topics from theoretic studies to technology issues and applications. The Program Committee received 112 submissions from 11 countries: China, America, Canada, Japan, Austria, Sweden, Australia, Iran, India, Israel, and Jordan. The submitted papers went through a rigorous reviewing process. Every submission was reviewed by two or three reviewers, and most reviews were accomplished by the Program Committee members. Out of the 112 original submissions, 33 papers were selected as regular papers, with an acceptance rate of 29.5%; 33 papers were selected as short papers, with an acceptance rate of 29.5%.

We thank the authors for submitting their papers to the symposium. We are grateful to the members of the Program Committee and external reviewers for their work within very tight demanding time constraints. We thank the Organizing Committee members for their contribution to making the symposium a success.

We greatly appreciate the support from various institutions. The symposium was organized by Dalian University of Technology, University of Science and Technology of China, Guangxi University, and the China Computer Federation Technical Committee on High Performance Computing. PAAP 2010 was supported in part by the National Science Foundation of China under Grant Nos. 60873180, 61070016, 60772034, and 60563003 and the Scientific Research Foundation for the Returned Overseas Chinese Scholars, State Education Ministry, China.
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